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This conference gives students and educators in literary and 
writing studies a look at modern, effective approaches to finding 
success in their field. Writing is an old-school industry in a 
fast-paced world, and the conference features speakers and 
panels who offer advice and insight on how to utilize new 
techniques and skills. 

‘Everything is F*cked: An Interview about Hope with Mark 
Manson” (Daily Stoic, features Keynote Speaker)

“If You Know How to Date, You Know How to Find a Literary 
Agent” (Jennifer Baker)

“Dawnie Walton Says Trash TV Might Actually Help You Write” 
(Electric Lit)

“TEXTUAL: navigating the university writing + literature scene in 
2019”
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WRITING
SPRINTS

MIND MAPPING

Potential Titles:
 - Open Books
 - Limitless Words
 - Writing Humanity

 - Written Thoughts
 - Textual Forms
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WRITING
SPRINTS

WHAT DOES IT TASTE LIKE?

IN A NUTSHELL...

1. TEXTUAL is a conference for students and educators to see/learn new approaches to their field, as well 
as the basics to be successful. Features panels, lectures and workshops from experts in the field.

2. TEXTUAL is a place for students and educators to learn new innovations and essential skills in the 
literary field, through expert-led panels and workshops. 

      TEXTUAL brings you fresh innovations and essential skills in writing and literature. 

3.  Stronger Writers, Write Better, New Lit, Better Words
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DESIGN BRIEF
‘LIMITLESS WORDS’ CONFERENCE 2019

Hanna Hartt, Designer
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ORGANIZATION + THEME
Limitless Words is a conference for university students 
and educators to learn new literary innovations and 
essential skills , in the pursuit of becoming stronger, 
more connected writers in a variety of environments. 

The Association of Writers + Writing Programs (AWP) is 
an organization that supports writers across the country 
through advocacy, resources and community. They work 
to advance the literary community as a whole. 

TARGET AUDIENCE
Limitless Words seeks to reach literary students and 
educators, specifcally at OSU and surrounding Oregon 
universities. Community members and students of 
non-literary majors are also considered part of the 
target audience. 

The AWP audience is slightly broader, encompassing 
more people involved in writing outside of universities. 
As a result, the design will focus on appealing to not only 
college students, but to a greater variety of occupations 
and age demographic. 

DELIVERABLES
Event Signage: 3 posters (print + digital)
Digital E-vite/Promotion: email, instagram/FB (digital)
Program Booklet/Magazine: 16-20 page (print)
Conference Badges: attendee/presenter badges (print)
Swag Items: hats and coffee mugs

ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS
By signing below, the both parties agree to all of the 
terms and conditions of this agreement effective as 
of the last date of signature below, and each 
signatory represents that it has the full authority to 
enter into this agreement and is bound to all of the 
terms and conditions herein.

PROJECT OVERVIEW + KEY OBJECTIVES
This conference aims to bring the wonderful resources 
of the annual AWP conference to university affiliates 
specifically, in order to foster growth in literary 
programs and support students/educators with 
applicable, useful tools. 

The project will communicate these ideas of growth and 
advancement in writing, with a fresh visual identity that 
appeals to the university community. The project 
components will enhance and elevate the conference 
content to create a cohesive event. 

STAKEHOLDERS + SUCCESS
AWP (owner)
OSU (sponsor and host)
Powell’s Books (sponsor)
Speakers (participants/endorser) 

These stakeholders are associating their names and 
reputations with the conference, which means it must be 
a well constructed event in order to reflect well on them. 
The event needs to feature these entities and allow them 
proper exposure/publicity. 

The project’s success is based on accurately embodying 
the conference and sponsor values through the design. 
In addition, measures of success will be number of 
attendees, amount of engagement, and the overall 
experience of attendees. 

client signature

designer signature

date (mm/dd/yyyy)

date (mm/dd/yyyy)
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CONCEPT BOARD
‘LIMITLESS WORDS’ CONFERENCE 2019

PROJECT IDEATION 
Through previous writing sprints, the landscape of 
“outer space” and technology emerged through the 
word “limitless” and the conference concept of literary 
innovation. This theme would be a good catalyst to 
communicate the event characteristics through, and 
maintain a fun, appealing visual identity. It fits well with 
the conference title, keynote speaker and setting --all 
very ‘forward’ minded and youthful, but not overly 
juvenile or too ‘trendy’ so that it still appeals to 
non-students.

COLOR PALETTE
Galaxy-inspired, contrast of darks and lights, gradients 
and star-like texture

IMAGE INSPIRATION
NASA photos, gradient lines, dynamic cursive lettering, 
structured type

FONT PALETTE
Simple sans-serif to complement more flowing lettering 
(see image inspiration)

GRID STRUCTURE/COMPOSITION PALETTE
When looking back at previous grid exercises with the 
idea of “space” as a theme, I’m drawn to the diagonal 
lines and the offset text. The diagonal text can create a 
dynamic effect with a lot of motion, and expands the 
space further. The offset text gives a sense of lacking 
gravity, which could be very fun and playful in a poster 
or digital promotion design. 

ROBOTO BOLD
Roboto Regular
roboto thin
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NAVIGATING THE LITERARY FIELD 
THROUGH FRESH APPROACHES 
AND ESSENTIAL SKILLS

JANUARY 12
2020
9AM - 6PM

OREGON STATE 
UNIVERSITY
 
LEARNING 
INNOVATION 
CENTER

COLOR PALETTE

Dark grays and blue, with 
neon space-inspired colors

Luminous, bright space
themed graphics and 
modern details “Shooting Star” 

gradient strokes Rounded fill stroke
(text interaction)

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

FONT PALETTE

ACUMIN PRO
(HEADER - BOLD, DYNAMIC)

LIMITLESS WORDS

ROBOTO bold 
(SUBHEADER/BODY - DIGITAL, CLEAN) 

Small star groups
Glowing planets and moons

INNOVATE
9:15 - 11:15

Show Me the Money
Group Lecture
LInC 100

Marisa Siegel, Jennifer Baker,
Ashley C. Ford, Emily Gould,
Michele Filgate

Five writers with experience in 
developing literary magazines, 
small presses, and reading series 
will have an in-depth discussion 

remain hidden. We’ll consider 

and how these disparities can be 
addressed and solved. 

MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Rebecca Makkai, Lee Herrick,
Heidi Durrow, Mark Sarvas,
 Nayomi Munaweera

It can feel like every successful 
writer went straight from college to 
MFA to Stegner to book deal. We did 
NOT do that, but everything worked 
out in the end. Five successful 
authors talk about not having an 
MFA, or getting one later in life; 
how we didn’t take the traditional 
path; how we made it all work; and 
whether that degree matters in the 
end. We’ll provide resources and 
advice for those who, like us, are 
going it alone.

Behind the Curtain: 
The Editors Speak
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Christian Kiefer, Karissa Chen,
Allison Wright, Emily Nemens, 
Oscar Villalon

The submission process can be 
daunting and mysterious. Most will 
submit online and then patiently 
wait–sometimes for more than a 
year–before receiving a canned 
rejection. So what can the average 
writer do to be a better submitter 
of their work, in order to catch an 
editor’s eye? This diverse panel 
assembles some of the top literary 
magazine editors in the country to 
answer your questions about the 
submissions process.

The Minor is Major
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Sharan Strange,  Erin Murphy, 
Amber Flora Thomas, 
Wayne Thomas, 
John Hoppenthaler

Creative writing can attract and 
benefit students in an English 
department. The minor can preserve 
CW as an area of study, attract new 
majors, and act as a springboard 
for student success. This panel, 
with teachers and administrators 
from various universities, offers 
ideas and answers questions about 
the creation, value, population, 
assessment, and fine-tuning of a 
quality CW minor.

������ ��� 
Green Wave
Interactive Panel
LInC 100

Shanetia Clark, Todd Mitchell, 
Eliot Schrefer, Sherri L. Smith, 
Cecil Castellucci

Stories shape the way we think 
and act. Four award-winning young 
adult authors discuss how they’ve 
sought to engage problems like 
climate change, species extinction, 
and income inequality through 
fiction. They explore how literature is 
changing to address new problems, 
what lies beyond apocalyptic fiction, 
and the challenges of effectively 
engaging the generation that’s 
inheriting global problems on an 
unprecedented scale.

54
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Vertical session
tabs on side bars

4 Columns

5 Narrow
Columns
(verticality)

Round-end
lines for structure

28”x 44”
Poster

6”x 10” pages
(12”x 10” spread)

Color
Coded per
Session

High
contrast
color for
emphasis

Tight
groupings
of elements

Page #s 
at bottom
of bars

Diagonal
to reflect
poster +
tone

STRUCTURE RULES
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NEGATIVE SPACE/GROUPING (1/3)
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PLAY 

III

PARAMETER EDGE + AXIAL  RELATIONSHIPS (2/3)
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III

THE CIRCLE + COMPOSITION (3/3)
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AXIAL SYSTEM (1/3)
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MODULAR SYSTEM (2/3)
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GRID PLAY ITERATIONS (1/3)
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GESTALT ITERATIONS (2/3)

LIMITLESSWORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Limitless Words for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting back to basics. 
This AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on topics ranging from how to combine writing and visual arts, to being 
published and getting paid.

LIMITLESSWORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Limitless Words for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting back to basics. 
This AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on topics ranging from how to combine writing and visual arts, to being 
published and getting paid.

LIMITLESSWORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Limitless Words 
for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting back to 
basics. 

This AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and 
workshops on topics ranging from how to combine writing and visual 
arts, to being published and getting paid.

January 12, 2020
9am - 8pm
OSU LInC

navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ and ‘Normal People

January 12, 2020
9am - 8pm
OSU LInC

navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ and ‘Normal People

January 12, 2020
9am - 8pm
OSU LInC

navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ and ‘Normal People
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GESTALT FINAL (2/3)

LIMITLESSWORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Limitless Words 
for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting back to 
basics. 

This AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and 
workshops on topics ranging from how to combine writing and visual 
arts, to being published and getting paid.

January 12, 2020
9am - 8pm
OSU LInC

navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ and ‘Normal People
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SHAPE GRAMMAR ITERATIONS (3/3)

LIMITLESS WORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Lim
itless W

ords

for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting bac to bsics. 

This AW
P-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on 

topics ranging from
 how to com

bine writing and visual arts, to being 

published and getting paid. 

LIMITLESS WORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Lim
itless W

ords

for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting bac to bsics. 

This AW
P-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on 

topics ranging from
 how to com

bine writing and visual arts, to being 

published and getting paid. 

LIMITLESS WORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Lim
itless W

ords

for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting bac to bsics. 

This AW
P-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on 

topics ranging from
 how to com

bine writing and visual arts, to being 

published and getting paid. 

January 12

9am
-8pm

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ 

and ‘N
orm

al People

January 12

9am
-8pm

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ 

and ‘Normal People

January 12

9am
-8pm

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ 

and ‘Normal People

navigating the lite
rary field through fre

sh approaches and esse
ntial sk

ills

OSU
LInC

navigating the lite
rary field through fre

sh approaches and esse
ntial sk

ills

OSULInC

navigating the lite
rary field through fre

sh approaches and esse
ntial sk

ills

OSULInC
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SHAPE GRAMMAR FINAL (3/3)

LIMITLESS WORDS
It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Lim

itless W
ords

for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting bac to bsics. 

This AW
P-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on 

topics ranging from
 how to com

bine writing and visual arts, to being 

published and getting paid. 

January 12

9am
-8pm

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ 

and ‘Norm
al People

navigating the lite
rary field through fre

sh approaches and esse
ntial sk

ills

O
SULInC
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featuring
Sally Rooney,
keynote speaker

superstar author of 
‘Conversations 
with Friends’
and ‘Normal People

LIMITLESS
WORDS
navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

january
12, 2020
9am -
8pm

oregon state
university
 learning 
innovation
center

It’s 2019 and the literary arts 
have changed. 
Join us at Limitless Words for 
a day of learning new approaches 
to writing and getting back to 
basics.

This AWP-affiliated conference 
features lectures, panels and 
workshops on topics ranging from 
how to combine writing and 
visual arts, to being published and 
getting paid.
 

featuring
Sally Rooney,
keynote speaker

superstar author of 
‘Conversations 
with Friends’
and ‘Normal People

LIMITLESS
WORDS
navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

january
12, 2020
9am -
8pm

oregon state
university
 
learning 
innovation
center

It’s 2019 and the literary arts 
have changed. 
Join us at Limitless Words for 
a day of learning new approaches 
to writing and getting back to 
basics.

This AWP-affiliated conference 
features lectures, panels and 
workshops on topics ranging from 
how to combine writing and 
visual arts, to being published and 
getting paid.
 

featuring
Sally Rooney,
keynote speaker

superstar author of 
‘Conversations 
with Friends’
and ‘Normal People’

LIMITLESS
WORDS
navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

january
12, 2020

9am -
8pm

oregon state
university
 
learning 
innovation
center

It’s 2019 and the literary arts 
have changed. 

Join us at Limitless Words for 
a day of learning new approaches to 
writing and getting back to basics.

This AWP-affiliated conference features 
lectures, panels and workshops on 
topics ranging from how to combine 
writing and visual arts, to being 
published and getting paid.
 

limitless
words

JANUARY 12, 2020
9AM - 8PM

OREGON STATE
UNIVERSITY

LEARNING 
INNOVATION
CENTER

It’s 2019 and the literary arts 
have changed. 

Join us at Limitless Words for 
a day of learning new approaches to 
writing and getting back to basics.

This AWP-affiliated conference features 
lectures, panels and workshops on 
topics ranging from how to combine 
writing and visual arts, to being 
published and getting paid.

limitless
words

JANUARY 12, 2020
9AM - 8PM

OREGON STATE
UNIVERSITY

LEARNING 
INNOVATION
CENTER

IT’S 2019 AND THE LITERARY ARTS 
HAVE CHANGED. 

JOIN US AT LIMITLESS WORDS FOR 
A DAY OF LEARNING NEW 
APPROACHES TO WRITING AND 
GETTING BACK TO BASICS.

THIS AWP-AFFILIATED CONFERENCE 
FEATURES LECTURES, PANELS AND 
WORKSHOPS ON TOPICS RANGING 
FROM HOW TO COMBINE WRITING 
AND VISUAL ARTS, TO BEING 
PUBLISHED AND GETTING PAID.

NAVIGATING THE 
LITERARY FIELD 
THROUGH 
FRESH 
APPROACHES AND 
ESSENTIAL SKILLS

FEATURING
sally rooney,
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

SUPERSTAR AUTHOR OF 
‘CONVERSATIONS 
WITH FRIENDS’
AND ‘NORMAL PEOPLE

NAVIGATING THE LITERARY 
FIELD THROUGH 
FRESH APPROACHES AND 
ESSENTIAL SKILLS

FEATURING
sally rooney,
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

SUPERSTAR AUTHOR OF 
‘CONVERSATIONS 
WITH FRIENDS’
AND ‘NORMAL PEOPLE

limitless
words

JANUARY 12, 2020
9AM - 8PM

OREGON STATE
UNIVERSITY

LEARNING 
INNOVATION
CENTER

IT’S 2019 AND THE LITERARY ARTS 
HAVE CHANGED. 

JOIN US AT LIMITLESS WORDS FOR 
A DAY OF LEARNING NEW 
APPROACHES TO WRITING AND 
GETTING BACK TO BASICS.

THIS AWP-AFFILIATED CONFERENCE 
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This AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, 
panels and workshops on topics ranging from how to 
combine writing and visual arts, to being published 
and getting paid.
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CONFERENCE 
CONTENT

EVENT TITLE: Limitless Words

EVENT SUBTITLE: Navigating the literary field through fresh 
approaches and essential skills

EVENT SYNOPSIS: It’s 2019 and the literary arts have 
changed. Join us at Limitless Words for a day of learning 
new approaches to writing and getting back to basics. This 
AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and 
workshops on topics ranging from how to combine writing 
and visual arts, to being published and getting paid. 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Sally Rooney 
Superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ and ‘Normal 
People’, for which she has won “Book of the Year” awards 
around the world. The Irish author is regarded by many to be 
one of the first great millennial authors at just 28 years old, 
and has more greatness to come. Rooney will be speaking on 
writing authentically, prolific approaches to work, and finding 
success at a young age. 

DATE: January 12, 2020
TIME: 9:00am - 8:00pm

LOCATION: OSU Learning Innovation Center (2750 SW Cam-
pus Way, Corvallis, OR 97331)

PRESENTATIONS

1. Be Your Own Agent. (Natalie Shapero, Holly Amos, 
Christopher Soto, Leah Umansky, Vi Khi Nao)
Some poets are represented by literary speaking agents 
who arrange events, manage logistics, and set fees and 
conditions. And then there’s everybody else. This panel, 
aimed at both emerging and established writers, discusses 
how to advocate for oneself. Four poets share experiences 
with touring and with running institutional and independent 
readings; the discussion demystifies booking and negotiation, 
offering concrete advice on how to know what to ask for and 
how to get it.

2. Mentoring an Editorial Eye: Teaching Students How to Slog 
through the Slush. (Katie Budris, Carla Spataro, Lindsay 
Chudzik, Nick Tryling)
Student editors, ranging from high school to graduate 
programs, are at the heart of many lit mags and are 
largely responsible for selecting what gets published in the 
emerging market. But are they prepared to sift through the 
slush pile and make these decisions? How much autonomy 
should we allow them in determining what literature is 
“good”? This panel of experienced editors and faculty 
discusses our varying approaches to mentoring students and 
helping transform them into editors.

3. Surfing the Green Wave: Engaging Environmental & Social 
Issues for Young Readers (Shanetia Clark, Todd Mitchell, 
Eliot Schrefer, Sherri L. Smith, Cecil Castellucci)
Stories shape the way we think and act. In this interactive 
panel, four award-winning middle grade and young adult 
authors discuss how they’ve sought to engage wicked 
problems like climate change, species extinction, and income 
inequality through fiction. They explore how literature 
is changing to address new problems, what lies beyond 
apocalyptic fiction, and the challenges of effectively engaging 
the generation that’s inheriting global problems on an 
unprecedented scale.
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4. Intersections of Poetry and Visual Art. (Meghan Dunn, 
Gabrielle Bates, Mita Mahato, Naoko Fujimoto, Youmna 
Chlala)
From the works of William Blake to Japanese calligraphic 
scrolls, poetry and art have been intertwined since their 
origins. This reading presents the dialogue between visual 
art and writing in a contemporary context, showcasing 
works in which the two modes are inextricably linked. 
Moving beyond ekphrastic poetry, our panelists are engaged 
in a wide variety of multi-media projects from collaborative 
chapbooks to poetry comics to graphic poetry that melds 
words and images together.

5. Behind the Curtain:The Editors Speak. (Christian Kiefer, 
Oscar Villalon, Allison Wright, Emily Nemens, Karissa 
Chen) 
The submission process can be daunting and mysterious. 
Most of us use an online submission system and then 
patiently wait–sometimes for more than a year–before 
receiving a canned rejection. So what can the average 
writer do to be a better submitter of their work, to catch
an editor’s eye, to get past the slush pile? This diverse 
panel assembles some of the top literary magazine 
editors in the country to answer your questions about the 
submissions process and what goes on behind the scenes.

6.  Literary Agents 101: Insights and Tools for the Business 
of Writing. (Libby Burton, Sarah Levitt, Monika Woods, 
Rachel Crawford, Serene Hakim)
This panel will focus on the publishing process from the 
agent’s perspective, from a variety of literary agents who 
represent authors that publish with presses large and 
small. From the seed of an idea to the lead-up to book 
publication, we’ll be sharing business insight from the 
trenches far beyond the “dos and don’ts” in approaching 
agents. Come join us, and pivot your creative thinking 
to the business side, as we help you think like an agent 
developmentally and beyond.

7. Change This, Not That:The Art of Revising. (Sonali 
Chanchani, Sarah Bowlin, Kelly Luce, Vivian Lee, Serene 
Hakim)
You’ve drafted your manuscript–now it’s time to revise, 
thinking more about how a prospective agent or editor will 
be reading your work. How does the business of publishing 
factor into the revision process? Should you be writing for 
a specific audience? How do you make your work salable 
without compromising its artistry? In this panel, we’ll hear 
from a mix of editors and agents about how they approach 
the editing process and work with their authors to navigate 
these pitfalls.

8. The Minor is Major: Talking about the Creative Writing 
Minor. (John Hoppenthaler, Sharan Strange, Amber Flora 
Thomas, Wayne Thomas, Erin Murphy)
Creative writing remains a tested avenue to attract and 
benefit students in a well-designed English department. The 
minor can preserve CW
as an area of study, attract new majors, and, most 
importantly, act as a springboard for student success in a 
variety of ways. This panel, with teachers and administrators 
from an HBC, a state university, and a private university, 
offers ideas and answers questions about the creation, value, 
population, assessment, and fine-tuning of a quality CW 
minor.

9. Ecstatic Ekphrastic: When Images Are More Than 
Inspiration. (Maria Romasco Moore, Bianca Stone, Sarah 
Minor, Dustin Parsons, Kelcey Parker Ervick)
How do vintage photographs, embroideries, collages, 
installations, comics, paintings, and technical diagrams 
transform into hybrid stories, poems, and essays? Panelists 
working in a variety of picture-and-text combinations will 
discuss strategies and techniques for going beyond image as 
mere illustration in order to explore how visual art can break 
creative writing out of traditional narrative forms and push it 
toward transcendent multimedia synthesis.

CONFERENCE 
CONTENT
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10. Show Me the Money: Making Ends Meet in the Literary 
World. (Marisa Siegel, Jennifer Baker, Ashley C. Ford, 
Michele Filgate, Emily Gould)
Five writers with experience in developing literary 
magazines, small presses, reading series, and literary 
endeavors will have an in-depth discussion about the 
financial realities of the literary community that too 
often remain hidden. We’ll consider how these financial 
realities differ across race and gender, the importance of 
transparency, and how these disparities can be addressed 
within existing structures and outside of them.

11. Poetry and Technology: Appendage, Mask, Voice, 
Body, and Song. (Samuel Ace, Douglas Kearney, Amaranth 
Borsuk, Ronaldo V. Wilson, LaTasha N. Nevada Diggs)
Five poets will perform and discuss the ways in which 
technology extends the content of their work and the reach 
of their practice. Along with print-based text, these poets 
make use of digital audio and video technologies. They will 
perform work that demonstrates how specific technologies 
serve as appendage, extension, organ, disguise, elemental 
sound, and chorus to facilitate the poet’s ability to relocate, 
re-contextualize, and investigate the infinite possibilities of 
language off the page.

12.   So You’ve Got a Book Deal – Now What? How to 
Make the Best Use of Pre-launch. (Hafizah Geter, Nancy 
Rommelmann, Neal Thompson, Lucy Silag , Cinelle Barnes)
 Once the honeymoon of a book deal is over and edits are 
completed, authors are often confused about how to most 
effectively spend the months prior to their book’s launch. 
There are marketing strategies to evaluate, publicity 
opportunities to pitch, as well as the ever-important work 
of social media and real-life networking. This panel will 
empower writers to be publication stakeholders, as well 
as offer creative ideas and strategies for navigating this 
exciting and sometimes overwhelming time.

PRESENTATIONS (CONTINUED)

13. MFA vs LMFAO: Our Nontraditional Paths to Publication 
(and Yours!). (Rebecca Makkai, Heidi Durrow, Nayomi 
Munaweera, Lee Herrick, Mark Sarvas) 
It can sometimes feel like every successful writer went 
straight from college to MFA to Stegner to book deal. We 
did NOT do that, but everything worked out in the end. Five 
successful authors talk about not having an MFA, or getting 
one later in life (even after publication); how our lives went 
wide of the traditional path; how we made it all work; and 
whether that degree, or its absence, matters in the end. 
We’ll provide resources and advice for those who, like us, 
are going it alone.

14.  Information to Astonishment—Research as Creative 
Process in Nonfiction & Poetry. (Lia Woodall, Richard 
Froude, Tyehimba Jess, Jessica Wilbanks, Dickson Lam)
Conducting research is frequently an integral part of the 
writing process. But must it always be germane? This panel 
of mixed-genre writers will discuss the magic that can 
happen when investigating and integrating obscure, oblique 
and sometimes irrelevant material, and demonstrate how 
found material frequently reveals and enhances themes 
while also impacting form. Participants will walk away with 
practical strategies for making the research process less 
intellectual and more intuitive.

15.   Text + (Public) Space. (Emily Dyer Barker, Chaun 
Webster, Jen Hofer, A’misa Chiu, Alex Khatchadourian) 
What happens when street becomes page? When text 
demands bystander become audience? Flyers, pamphlets, 
posters, graffiti, paste-ups, zines—this panel presents and 
interrogates ephemeral texts and how they use public 
space to create community, construct wonder, and promote 
social justice. Panelists discuss their artistic practices and 
pedagogy, as well as the challenges and difficulties of the 
genre.

CONFERENCE 
CONTENT
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LEARNING INNOVATION CENTER

SESSION II - PROFESSIONALLY 
DEVELOPED
11-12:30

MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel - Our non-traditional 
paths to publication (and yours!)
LInC 105

The Minor is Major
Interactive Panel - Talking about the 
Creative Writing Minor
LInC 206 

So You’ve Got a Book Deal – Now 
What?
Interactive Panel - How to handle pitches, 
networking and post-publication
LInC 202

Be Your Own Agent
Lecture - Being your own advocate in the 
indsutry
LInC 100

Literary Agents 101
Workshop - Insights and Tools for the 
Business of Writing
LInC 210

SESSION I - BRING ON THE BASICS
9 - 11

Change This, Not That
Workshop - The art of revising
LInC 105

Show Me the Money
Group Lecture - Making ends meet in the 
literary world
LInC 100

Mentoring an Editorial Eye
Interactive Panel - Teaching students how 
to slog through the slush
LInC 202

Behind the Curtain: The Editors Speak
Interactive Panel - Everything you need to 
know about the submission process
LInC 206

CATERED LUNCH + SOCIAL
12:30 -1:30

KEYNOTE: SALLY ROONEY 
1:30 - 2:30
LInC 100

SESSION III - INNOVATE
2:30 - 4

Surfing the Green Wave
Interactive Panel - Engaging 
environmental & social issues for young 
readers
LInC 100 

Intersections of Poetry and Visual Art
Group Lecture - Combining two fields to 
create stronger work
LInC 206

Ecstatic Ekphrastic
Lecture - When images are more than 
inspiration
LInC 210

SESSION III - INNOVATE II
4 - 5:30

Information to Astonishment
Workshop - Research as Creative Process 
in Nonfiction & Poetry
LInC 105

Text + (Public) Space
Interactive Panel - Writing in new contexts 
and settings
LInC 206

Poetry and Technology
Interactive Panel - Appendage, Mask, 
Voice, Body, and Song
LInC 105

CLOSING
5:30 - 6
LInC 100

PROFESSIONALLY
DEVELOPED
SESSION II 
11-12:30

MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel

LInC 105
Our non-traditional paths to publication (and yours!). 

(Rebecca Makkai, Heidi Durrow, Nayomi Munaweera, Lee 
Herrick, Mark Sarvas) 

It can sometimes feel like every successful writer went 
straight from college to MFA to Stegner to book deal. We 

did NOT do that, but everything worked out in the end. 
Five successful authors talk about not having an MFA, or 

getting one later in life (even after publication); how our 
lives went wide of the traditional path; how we made it all 
work; and whether that degree, or its absence, matters in 

the end. We’ll provide resources and advice for those 
who, like us, are going it alone.

Be Your Own Agent
Lecture
LInC 100
Being your own advocate in the industry
(Natalie Shapero and Vi Khi Nao)

Some poets are represented by literary speaking agents 
who arrange events, manage logistics, and set fees and 
conditions. And then there’s everybody else. This panel, 
aimed at both emerging and established writers, 
discusses how to advocate for oneself. Two poets share 
experiences with touring and with running institutional 
and independent readings; the discussion demystifies 
booking and negotiation, offering concrete advice on 
how to know what to ask for and how to get it.

Literary Agents 101
Workshop
LInC 210
Insights and tools for the business of writing
(Natalie Shapero and Vi Khi Nao)

This workshop will focus on the publishing process from 
the agent’s perspective, from a variety of literary agents 
who represent authors that publish with presses large 
and small. From the seed of an idea to the lead-up to 
book publication, we’ll be sharing business insight from 
the trenches far beyond the “dos and don’ts” in 
approaching agents. Come join us, and pivot your 
creative thinking to the business side, as we help you 
think like an agent developmentally and beyond.

The Minor is Major
Interactive Panel

LInC 206
Talking about the Creative Writing Minor

(John Hoppenthaler, Sharan Strange, Amber Flora 
Thomas, Wayne Thomas, Erin Murphy)

Creative writing remains a tested avenue to attract and 
benefit students in a well-designed English department. 
The minor can preserve CW as an area of study, attract 

new majors, and, most importantly, act as a springboard 
for student success in a variety of ways. This panel, with 

teachers and administrators from an HBC, a state 
university, and a private university, offers ideas and 

answers questions about the creation, value, population, 
assessment, and fine-tuning of a quality CW minor.

So You’ve Got a Book Deal - Now 
What?
Interactive Panel
LInC 202
How to handle pitches, networking and post-publication
(Hafizah Geter, Nancy Rommelmann, Neal Thompson, 
Lucy Silag , Cinelle Barnes)

 Once the honeymoon of a book deal is over and edits 
are completed, authors are often confused about how to 
most effectively spend the months prior to their book’s 
launch. There are marketing strategies to evaluate, 
publicity opportunities to pitch, as well as the 
ever-important work of social media and real-life 
networking. This panel will empower writers to be 
publication stakeholders, as well as offer creative ideas 
and strategies for navigating this exciting and 
sometimes overwhelming time.
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Change This, Not That
Workshop - The art of revising
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Show Me the Money
Group Lecture - Making ends meet in the 
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and settings
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MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel
LInC 105
Our non-traditional paths to publication (and 
yours!). 
(Rebecca Makkai, Heidi Durrow, Nayomi 
Munaweera, Lee Herrick, Mark Sarvas) 

It can sometimes feel like every successful writer 
went straight from college to MFA to Stegner to 
book deal. We did NOT do that, but everything 
worked out in the end. Five successful authors 
talk about not having an MFA, or getting one later 
in life (even after publication); how our lives went 
wide of the traditional path; how we made it all 
work; and whether that degree, or its absence, 
matters in the end. We’ll provide resources and 
advice for those who, like us, are going it alone.

Be Your Own Agent
Lecture
LInC 100
Being your own advocate in the industry
(Natalie Shapero and Vi Khi Nao)

Some poets are represented by literary speaking 
agents who arrange events, manage logistics, and 
set fees and conditions. And then there’s 
everybody else. This panel, aimed at both 
emerging and established writers, discusses how 
to advocate for oneself. Two poets share 
experiences with touring and with running 
institutional and independent readings; the 
discussion demystifies booking and negotiation, 
offering concrete advice on how to know what to 
ask for and how to get it.

Literary Agents 101
Workshop
LInC 210
Insights and tools for the business of writing
(Natalie Shapero and Vi Khi Nao)

This workshop will focus on the publishing 
process from the agent’s perspective, from a 
variety of literary agents who represent authors 
that publish with presses large and small. From 
the seed of an idea to the lead-up to book 
publication, we’ll be sharing business insight from 
the trenches far beyond the “dos and don’ts” in 
approaching agents. Come join us, and pivot your 
creative thinking to the business side, as we help 
you think like an agent.

The Minor is Major
Interactive Panel
LInC 206
Talking about the Creative Writing Minor
(John Hoppenthaler, Sharan Strange, Amber Flora 
Thomas, Wayne Thomas, Erin Murphy)

Creative writing remains a tested avenue to attract 
and benefit students in a well-designed English 
department. The minor can preserve CW as an 
area of study, attract new majors, and, most 
importantly, act as a springboard for student 
success in a variety of ways. This panel, with 
teachers and administrators from an HBC, a state 
university, and a private university, offers ideas and 
answers questions about the creation, value, 
population, assessment, and fine-tuning of a 
quality CW minor.

So You’ve Got a Book Deal - Now 
What?
Interactive Panel
LInC 202
How to handle pitches, networking and 
post-publication
(Hafizah Geter, Nancy Rommelmann, Neal 
Thompson, Lucy Silag , Cinelle Barnes)

 Once the honeymoon of a book deal is over and 
edits are completed, authors are often confused 
about how to most effectively spend the months 
prior to their book’s launch. There are marketing 
strategies to evaluate, publicity opportunities to 
pitch, as well as the ever-important work of social 
media and real-life networking. This panel will 
empower writers to be publication stakeholders, 
as well as offer creative ideas and strategies for 
navigating this exciting and sometimes 
overwhelming time.
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11 - 12:30
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INNOVATE
SESSION I
9:15 - 11:15

Show Me the Money
Group Lecture
LInC 100

Marisa Siegel, Jennifer Baker,
Ashley C. Ford, Emily Gould,
Michele Filgate

Five writers with experience in 
developing literary magazines, 
small presses, and reading 
series will have an in-depth 
discussion about the financial 
realities of the literary 
community that often remain 
hidden. We’ll consider how 
these financial realities differ 
across race and gender, the 
importance of transparency, 
and how these disparities can 
be addressed.

MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Rebecca Makkai, Lee Herrick,
Heidi Durrow, Mark Sarvas,
 Nayomi Munaweera

It can feel like every successful 
writer went straight from college 
to MFA to Stegner to book 
deal. We did NOT do that, but 
everything worked out in the 
end. Five successful authors 
talk about not having an MFA, or 
getting one later in life; how we 
didn’t take the traditional path; 
how we made it all work; and 
whether that degree matters in 
the end. We’ll provide resources 
and advice for those who, like us, 
are going it alone.

Behind the Curtain: 
The Editors Speak
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Christian Kiefer, Karissa Chen,
Allison Wright, Emily Nemens, 
Oscar Villalon

The submission process can 
be daunting and mysterious. 
Most will submit online and 
then patiently wait–sometimes 
for more than a year–before 
receiving a canned rejection. So 
what can the average writer do 
to be a better submitter of their 
work, to catch an editor’s eye? 
This diverse panel assembles 
some of the top literary magazine 
editors in the country to answer 
your questions about the 
submissions process.

The Minor is Major
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Sharan Strange,  Erin Murphy, 
Amber Flora Thomas, 
Wayne Thomas, 
John Hoppenthaler

Creative writing can attract and 
benefit students in an English 
department. The minor can 
preserve CW as an area of study, 
attract new majors, and act as a 
springboard for student success. 
This panel, with teachers and 
administrators from various 
universities, offers ideas and 
answers questions about the 
creation, value, population, 
assessment, and fine-tuning of a 
quality CW minor.

Surfing the Green Wave
Interactive Panel
LInC 100

Shanetia Clark, Todd Mitchell, 
Eliot Schrefer, Sherri L. Smith, 
Cecil Castellucci

Stories shape the way we think 
and act. Four award-winning 
young adult authors discuss 
how they’ve sought to engage 
problems like climate change, 
species extinction, and income 
inequality through fiction. They 
explore how literature is changing 
to address new problems, what 
lies beyond apocalyptic fiction, 
and the challenges of effectively 
engaging the generation that’s 
inheriting global problems on an 
unprecedented scale.
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EXPLORE
SESSION II
11:15 - 1:15

Change This Not That
Workshop
LInC 105

Serene Hakim, Sarah Bowlin,
Kelly Luce, Vivian Lee, 
Sonali Chanchani

You’ve drafted your 
manuscript–now it’s time to 
revise, thinking about how a 
prospective agent or editor 
will read your work. How does 
the business of publishing 
factor into the revision 
process? Should you be 
writing for a specific audience? 
How do you make your work 
salable without compromising 
its artistry? In this panel, we’ll 
hear from a mix of editors 
and agents about how they 
approach the editing process 
and work with their authors to 
navigate these pitfalls.

Be Your Own Agent
Lecture
LInC 100

Natalie Shapero and 
Vi Khi Nao

Some writers are represented 
by literary speaking agents 
who arrange events, manage 
logistics, and set fees and 
conditions. And then there’s 
everybody else. This panel, 
aimed at both emerging and 
established writers, discusses 
how to advocate for oneself. 
Two writers share experiences 
with touring and with running 
institutional and independent 
readings; the discussion 
demystifies booking and 
negotiation, offering advice on 
knowing what to ask for and 
how to get it.

So You’ve Got a
Book Deal, Now What?
Interactive Panel
LInC 202

Hafizah Geter, Cinelle Barnes, 
Neal Thompson, Lucy Silag, 
Nancy Rommelmann

Once the honeymoon of a 
book deal is over, authors are 
often confused about how to 
most effectively spend the 
time prior to launch. There 
are marketing strategies 
to evaluate, publicity 
opportunities to pitch, as well 
as social media and real-
life networking. This panel 
will empower writers to be 
publication stakeholders, and 
offer creative strategies for 
navigating this exciting but 
overwhelming time.

Text + (Public) Space
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Emily Dyer Barker, Jen Hofer, 
Chaun Webster, A’misa Chiu, 
Alex Khatchadourian

What happens when street 
becomes page? When text 
demands bystander become 
audience? Flyers, pamphlets, 
posters, graffiti, paste-ups, 
zines—this panel presents 
and interrogates ephemeral 
texts and how they use public 
space to create community, 
construct wonder, and 
promote social justice. 
Panelists discuss their artistic 
practices, and challenges of 
the genre.

Intersections of Poetry
and Visual Art
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Meghan Dunn, Gabrielle Bates, 
Mita Mahato, Naoko Fujimoto, 
Youmna Chlala

This reading presents the 
dialogue between visual art 
and writing in a contemporary 
context, showcasing works 
in which the two modes are 
inextricably linked. Moving 
beyond ekphrastic poetry, our 
panelists are engaged in a 
wide variety of multi-media 
projects from collaborative 
chapbooks to poetry comics 
to graphic poetry that melds 
words and images together.
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LIFT OFF
SESSION III
3:30 - 5:30

Mentoring an 
Editorial Eye
Interactive Panel
LInC 202

Katie Budris, Carla Spataro, 
Lindsay Chudzik, Nick Tryling

Student editors, ranging 
from high school to graduate 
programs, are at the heart of 
many lit mags and are largely 
responsible for selecting what 
gets published in the emerging 
market. But are they prepared 
to sift through the slush pile 
and make these decisions? 
How much autonomy should 
be allowed in determining 
what literature is “good”? This 
panel of experienced editors 
and faculty discusses varying 
approaches to mentoring 
students and helping 
transform them into editors.

Ecstatic Ekphrastic
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Bianca Stone, Sarah Minor, 
Dustin Parsons,
Kelcey Parker Ervick,
Maria Romasco Moore

How do vintage photographs, 
embroideries, collages, 
installations, comics, paintings, 
and technical diagrams 
transform into hybrid stories, 
poems, and essays? Panelists 
working in a variety of picture-
and-text media will discuss 
strategies and techniques 
for going beyond image as 
mere illustration in order to 
explore how visual art can 
break creative writing out of 
traditional narrative forms and 
push it toward transcendent 
multimedia synthesis.

Literary Agents 101
Workshop
LInC 210

Libby Burton, Sarah Levitt,
Monika Woods

This panel will focus on the 
publishing process from the 
agent’s perspective, from 
a variety of literary agents 
who represent authors that 
publish with presses large 
and small. From the seed of 
an idea to the lead-up to book 
publication, we’ll be sharing 
business insight from the 
trenches far beyond the “dos 
and don’ts” in approaching 
agents. Come join us, and 
pivot your creative thinking 
to the business side, as we 
help you think like an agent 
developmentally and beyond.

Poetry and Technology
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Samuel Ace, Ronaldo V. Wilson,
Douglas Kearney, 
Amaranth Borsuk, 
LaTasha N. Nevada Diggs

Five poets will perform and 
discuss the ways in which 
technology extends the 
content of their work and the 
reach of their practice. Along 
with print-based text, these 
poets make use of digital 
audio and video technologies. 
They will perform work that 
demonstrates the poet’s 
ability to use technology and 
open endless possibilities in 
their writing.

Information to 
Astonishment
Workshop
LInC 100

Lia Woodall, Richard Froude, 
Tyehimba Jess, Dickson Lam
Jessica Wilbanks

Conducting research is an 
integral part of the writing 
process. But does it have 
to be boring? This panel 
of mixed-genre writers 
will discuss the magic of 
investigating and integrating 
obscure and sometimes 
irrelevant material, and show 
how found material frequently 
reveals and enhances themes 
while also impacting form. 
We’ll give practical strategies 
for making the research 
process less intellectual and 
more intuitive.
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INNOVATE
9:15 - 11:15

Show Me the Money
Group Lecture
LInC 100

Marisa Siegel, Jennifer Baker,
Ashley C. Ford, Emily Gould,
Michele Filgate

Five writers with experience in 
developing literary magazines, 
small presses, and reading series 
will have an in-depth discussion 
about the financial realities of 
the literary community that often 
remain hidden. We’ll consider 
how these financial realities 
differ across race and gender, 
the importance of transparency, 
and how these disparities can be 
addressed and solved. 

MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Rebecca Makkai, Lee Herrick,
Heidi Durrow, Mark Sarvas,
 Nayomi Munaweera

It can feel like every successful 
writer went straight from college to 
MFA to Stegner to book deal. We did 
NOT do that, but everything worked 
out in the end. Five successful 
authors talk about not having an 
MFA, or getting one later in life; 
how we didn’t take the traditional 
path; how we made it all work; and 
whether that degree matters in the 
end. We’ll provide resources and 
advice for those who, like us, are 
going it alone.

Behind the Curtain: 
The Editors Speak
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Christian Kiefer, Karissa Chen,
Allison Wright, Emily Nemens, 
Oscar Villalon

The submission process can be 
daunting and mysterious. Most will 
submit online and then patiently 
wait–sometimes for more than a 
year–before receiving a canned 
rejection. So what can the average 
writer do to be a better submitter 
of their work, in order to catch an 
editor’s eye? This diverse panel 
assembles some of the top literary 
magazine editors in the country to 
answer your questions about the 
submissions process.

The Minor is Major
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Sharan Strange,  Erin Murphy, 
Amber Flora Thomas, 
Wayne Thomas, 
John Hoppenthaler

Creative writing can attract and 
benefit students in an English 
department. The minor can preserve 
CW as an area of study, attract new 
majors, and act as a springboard 
for student success. This panel, 
with teachers and administrators 
from various universities, offers 
ideas and answers questions about 
the creation, value, population, 
assessment, and fine-tuning of a 
quality CW minor.

Surfing the 
Green Wave
Interactive Panel
LInC 100

Shanetia Clark, Todd Mitchell, 
Eliot Schrefer, Sherri L. Smith, 
Cecil Castellucci

Stories shape the way we think 
and act. Four award-winning young 
adult authors discuss how they’ve 
sought to engage problems like 
climate change, species extinction, 
and income inequality through 
fiction. They explore how literature is 
changing to address new problems, 
what lies beyond apocalyptic fiction, 
and the challenges of effectively 
engaging the generation that’s 
inheriting global problems on an 
unprecedented scale.
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EXPLORE
11:15 - 1:15

Change This Not That
Workshop
LInC 105

Serene Hakim, Sarah Bowlin,
Kelly Luce, Vivian Lee, 
Sonali Chanchani

You’ve drafted your manuscript–
now it’s time to revise, thinking 
about how a prospective agent or 
editor will read your work. How 
does the business of publishing 
factor into the revision process? 
Should you be writing for a specific 
audience? How do you make your 
work salable without compromising 
its artistry? In this panel, we’ll hear 
from a mix of editors and agents 
about how they approach the editing 
process and work with their authors 
to navigate these pitfalls.

Be Your Own Agent
Group Lecture
LInC 100

Natalie Shapero and 
Vi Khi Nao

Some writers are represented 
by literary speaking agents who 
arrange events, manage logistics, 
and set fees and conditions. And 
then there’s everybody else. This 
panel, aimed at both emerging and 
established writers, discusses how 
to advocate for oneself. Two writers 
share experiences with touring 
and with running institutional and 
independent readings; the discussion 
demystifies booking and negotiation, 
offering advice on knowing what to 
ask for and how to get it.

So You’ve Got a
Book Deal, Now What?
Interactive Panel
LInC 202

Hafizah Geter, Cinelle Barnes, 
Neal Thompson, Lucy Silag, 
Nancy Rommelmann

Once the honeymoon of a book deal 
is over, authors are often confused 
about how to most effectively 
spend the time prior to launch. 
There are marketing strategies to 
evaluate, publicity opportunities to 
pitch, as well as social media and 
real-life networking. This panel will 
empower writers to be publication 
stakeholders, and offer creative 
strategies for navigating this exciting 
but overwhelming time.

Text + (Public) Space
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Emily Dyer Barker, Jen Hofer, 
Chaun Webster, A’misa Chiu, 
Alex Khatchadourian

What happens when street becomes 
page? When text demands bystander 
become audience? Flyers, pamphlets, 
posters, graffiti, paste-ups, zines
— this panel presents and interrogates 
ephemeral texts and how they use 
public space to create community, 
construct wonder, and promote social 
justice. Panelists discuss their artistic 
practices, and challenges of the genre.

Intersections of 
Poetry and Visual Art
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Meghan Dunn, Gabrielle Bates, 
Mita Mahato, Naoko Fujimoto, 
Youmna Chlala

This reading presents the dialogue 
between visual art and writing in a 
contemporary context, showcasing 
works in which the two modes are 
inextricably linked. Moving beyond 
ekphrastic poetry, our panelists are 
engaged in a wide variety of multi-
media projects from collaborative 
chapbooks to poetry comics to 
graphic poetry that melds words 
and images together.
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LIFT OFF
3:30 - 5:30

Mentoring an 
Editorial Eye
Interactive Panel
LInC 202

Katie Budris, Carla Spataro, 
Lindsay Chudzik, Nick Tryling

Student editors, ranging from 
high school to graduate programs, 
are at the heart of many lit mags 
and are largely responsible for 
selecting what gets published in 
the emerging market. But are they 
prepared to sift through the slush 
pile and make these decisions? How 
much autonomy should be allowed 
in determining what literature is 
“good”? This panel of experienced 
editors and faculty discusses a 
variety of approaches to mentoring 
students and helping transform them 
into successful editors.

Ecstatic Ekphrastic
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Bianca Stone, Sarah Minor, 
Dustin Parsons, 
Kelcey Parker Ervick,
Maria Romasco Moore

How do vintage photographs, 
embroideries, collages, installations, 
comics, paintings, and technical 
diagrams transform into hybrid 
stories, poems, and essays? 
Panelists working in a variety of 
picture-and-text media will discuss 
strategies and techniques for going 
beyond image as mere illustration, 
and explore how visual art can break 
creative writing out of traditional 
narrative forms and push it toward 
transcendent multimedia synthesis.

Literary Agents 101
Workshop
LInC 210

Libby Burton, Sarah Levitt,
Monika Woods

This panel will focus on the 
publishing process from the 
agent’s perspective, from a variety 
of literary agents who represent 
authors that publish with presses 
large and small. From the seed 
of an idea to the lead-up to book 
publication, we’ll be sharing 
business insight from the trenches 
far beyond the “dos and don’ts” in 
approaching agents. Come join us, 
and pivot your creative thinking to 
the business side, as we help you 
think like an agent developmentally 
and beyond.

Poetry and 
Technology
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Samuel Ace, Ronaldo V. Wilson,
Douglas Kearney, 
Amaranth Borsuk, 
LaTasha N. Nevada Diggs

Five poets will perform and discuss 
the ways in which technology 
extends the content of their work and 
the reach of their practice. 
Along with print-based text, these 
poets make use of digital audio and 
video technologies. They will perform 
work that demonstrates the poet’s 
ability to use technology and open 
endless possibilities in their writing.

Information to 
Astonishment
Workshop
LInC 100

Lia Woodall, Richard Froude, 
Tyehimba Jess, Dickson Lam
Jessica Wilbanks

Conducting research is an integral 
part of the writing process. But does 
it have to be boring? This panel of 
mixed-genre writers will discuss 
the magic of investigating and 
integrating obscure and sometimes 
irrelevant material, and show how 
found material frequently reveals 
and enhances themes while also 
impacting form. We’ll give practical 
strategies for making the research 
process less intellectual and more 
intuitive.
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KEYNOTE: 
SALLY ROONEY 

SESSION II
“EXPLORE”

SESSION III
“LIFT OFF”

SESSION I 
“INNOVATE”

8:30 - 9:00
LInC Lobby

5:30 - 6:00
LInC 100

9:00 - 9:15
LInC 100

1:15 - 2:30
LInC Lobby

2:30 - 3:30
LInC 100

9:15 - 11:15
(Page 6)

11:15 - 1:15
(Page 8)

3:30 - 5:30
(Page 10)

SALLY
ROONEY

6
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E 
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THE MILLENIAL AUTHOR OF OUR TIME

Sally Rooney was born in 
the west of Ireland in 1991. 
Her work has appeared in 
The New Yorker, The New 
York Times, Granta and The 
London Review of Books. 

Rooney has been nominated 
for and won numerous 
literary awards, including 
the 2018 Dylan Thomas 
Prize, 2018 Folio Prize, 2018 
Irish Book of the Year, 2018 
Waterstones Book of the 
Year, Costa Novel Award 
and 2019 Women’s Prize for 
Fiction.

In 2019, she was named 
to the inaugural ‘Time 100 
Next’ list.

Rooney studied English 
at Trinity College Dublin, 
and was elected a scholar 
in 2011 and completed a 
master’s degree in American 
Literature.

She wrote her first novel 
at age 15, which she now 
refers to as “trash”. She has 
written constantly since 
2014, with her debut novel, 
Conversations with Friends, 
published in June 2017.

Her second novel, Normal 
People, was published in 
September 2018 to great 
popularity and acclaim. 

Read an interview with 
Sally on page 16. 

7

KEYN
OTE BIO

“I FIND MYSELF 
CONSISTENTLY DRAWN 
TO WRITING ABOUT 
INTIMACY, AND THE WAY WE 
CONSTRUCT ONE ANOTHER”

WRITING IS
FOR EVERYONE  
WRITING IS
FOR EVERYONE  

Our mission is to foster 
literary achievement, 

advance the art of writing 
as essential to a good 
education, and serve 
the makers, teachers, 

students, and readers of 
contemporary writing.

To learn more, visit

awpwriter.org

RESOURCES,
ADVOCACY +

OPPORTUNITY
for WRITERS

9

Association of Writers
& Writing Programs

INNOVATE
9:15 - 11:15

Show Me the Money
Group Lecture
LInC 100

Marisa Siegel, Jennifer Baker,
Ashley C. Ford, Emily Gould,
Michele Filgate

Five writers with experience in 
developing literary magazines, 
small presses, and reading series 
will have an in-depth discussion 
about the financial realities of 
the literary community that often 
remain hidden. We’ll consider 
how these financial realities 
differ across race and gender, 
the importance of transparency, 
and how these disparities can be 
addressed and solved. 

Behind the Curtain: 
The Editors Speak
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Christian Kiefer, Karissa Chen,
Allison Wright, Emily Nemens, 
Oscar Villalon

The submission process can be 
daunting and mysterious. Most will 
submit online and then patiently 
wait–sometimes for more than a 
year–before receiving a canned 
rejection. So what can the average 
writer do to be a better submitter 
of their work, in order to catch an 
editor’s eye? This diverse panel 
assembles some of the top literary 
magazine editors in the country to 
answer your questions about the 
submissions process.
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MFA vs. LMAO
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Rebecca Makkai, Lee Herrick,
Heidi Durrow, Mark Sarvas,
 Nayomi Munaweera

It can feel like every successful 
writer went straight from college to 
MFA to Stegner to book deal. We did 
NOT do that, but everything worked 
out in the end. Five successful 
authors talk about not having an 
MFA, or getting one later in life; 
how we didn’t take the traditional 
path; how we made it all work; and 
whether that degree matters in the 
end. We’ll provide resources and 
advice for those who, like us, are 
going it alone.

The Minor is Major
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Sharan Strange,  Erin Murphy, 
Amber Flora Thomas, 
Wayne Thomas, 
John Hoppenthaler

Creative writing can attract and 
benefit students in an English 
department. The minor can preserve 
CW as an area of study, attract new 
majors, and act as a springboard 
for student success. This panel, 
with teachers and administrators 
from various universities, offers 
ideas and answers questions about 
the creation, value, population, 
assessment, and fine-tuning of a 
quality CW minor.

Surfing the 
Green Wave
Interactive Panel
LInC 100

Shanetia Clark, Todd Mitchell, 
Eliot Schrefer, Sherri L. Smith, 
Cecil Castellucci

Stories shape the way we think 
and act. Four award-winning young 
adult authors discuss how they’ve 
sought to engage problems like 
climate change, species extinction, 
and income inequality through 
fiction. They explore how literature is 
changing to address new problems, 
what lies beyond apocalyptic fiction, 
and the challenges of effectively 
engaging the generation that’s 
inheriting global problems on an 
unprecedented scale.
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 I EXPLORE
11:15 - 1:15

Change This Not That
Workshop
LInC 105

Serene Hakim, Sarah Bowlin,
Kelly Luce, Vivian Lee, 
Sonali Chanchani

You’ve drafted your manuscript–
now it’s time to revise, thinking 
about how a prospective agent or 
editor will read your work. How 
does the business of publishing 
factor into the revision process? 
Should you be writing for a specific 
audience? How do you make your 
work salable without compromising 
its artistry? In this panel, we’ll hear 
from a mix of editors and agents 
about how they approach the editing 
process and work with their authors 
to navigate these pitfalls.

So You’ve Got a
Book Deal, Now What?
Interactive Panel
LInC 202

Hafizah Geter, Cinelle Barnes, 
Neal Thompson, Lucy Silag, 
Nancy Rommelmann

Once the honeymoon of a book deal 
is over, authors are often confused 
about how to most effectively 
spend the time prior to launch. 
There are marketing strategies to 
evaluate, publicity opportunities to 
pitch, as well as social media and 
real-life networking. This panel will 
empower writers to be publication 
stakeholders, and offer creative 
strategies for navigating this exciting 
but overwhelming time.
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Be Your Own Agent
Group Lecture
LInC 100

Natalie Shapero and 
Vi Khi Nao

Some writers are represented 
by literary speaking agents who 
arrange events, manage logistics, 
and set fees and conditions. And 
then there’s everybody else. This 
panel, aimed at both emerging and 
established writers, discusses how 
to advocate for oneself. Two writers 
share experiences with touring 
and with running institutional and 
independent readings; the discussion 
demystifies booking and negotiation, 
offering advice on knowing what to 
ask for and how to get it.

Text + (Public) Space
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Emily Dyer Barker, Jen Hofer, 
Chaun Webster, A’misa Chiu, 
Alex Khatchadourian

What happens when street becomes 
page? When text demands bystander 
become audience? Flyers, pamphlets, 
posters, graffiti, paste-ups, zines
— this panel presents and interrogates 
ephemeral texts and how they use 
public space to create community, 
construct wonder, and promote social 
justice. Panelists discuss their artistic 
practices, and challenges of the genre.

Intersections of 
Poetry and Visual Art
Group Lecture
LInC 210

Meghan Dunn, Gabrielle Bates, 
Mita Mahato, Naoko Fujimoto, 
Youmna Chlala

This reading presents the dialogue 
between visual art and writing in a 
contemporary context, showcasing 
works in which the two modes are 
inextricably linked. Moving beyond 
ekphrastic poetry, our panelists are 
engaged in a wide variety of multi-
media projects from collaborative 
chapbooks to poetry comics to 
graphic poetry that melds words 
and images together.
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LIFT OFF
3:30 - 5:30

Mentoring an 
Editorial Eye
Interactive Panel
LInC 202

Katie Budris, Carla Spataro, 
Lindsay Chudzik, Nick Tryling

Student editors, ranging from 
high school to graduate programs, 
are at the heart of many lit mags 
and are largely responsible for 
selecting what gets published in 
the emerging market. But are they 
prepared to sift through the slush 
pile and make these decisions? How 
much autonomy should be allowed 
in determining what literature is 
“good”? This panel of experienced 
editors and faculty discusses a 
variety of approaches to mentoring 
students and helping transform them 
into successful editors.

Literary Agents 101
Workshop
LInC 210

Libby Burton, Sarah Levitt,
Monika Woods

This panel will focus on the 
publishing process from the agent’s 
perspective, from a wide variety 
of literary agents who represent 
authors that publish with presses 
large and small. From the seed 
of an idea to the lead-up to book 
publication, we’ll be sharing 
business insight from the trenches 
far beyond the “dos and don’ts” 
in approaching agents. Come 
join us, and pivot your creative 
thinking to the business side, as we 
help you think like an agent both 
developmentally and beyond.
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Ecstatic Ekphrastic
Interactive Panel
LInC 206

Bianca Stone, Sarah Minor, 
Dustin Parsons, 
Kelcey Parker Ervick,
Maria Romasco Moore

How do vintage photographs, 
embroideries, collages, installations, 
comics, paintings, and technical 
diagrams transform into hybrid 
stories, poems, and essays? 
Panelists working in a variety of 
picture-and-text media will discuss 
strategies and techniques for going 
beyond image as mere illustration, 
and explore how visual art can break 
creative writing out of traditional 
narrative forms and push it toward 
transcendent multimedia synthesis.

Poetry and 
Technology
Interactive Panel
LInC 105

Samuel Ace, Ronaldo V. Wilson,
Douglas Kearney, 
Amaranth Borsuk, 
LaTasha N. Nevada Diggs

Five poets will perform and discuss 
the ways in which technology 
extends the content of their work and 
the reach of their practice. 
Along with print-based text, these 
poets make use of digital audio and 
video technologies. They will perform 
work that demonstrates the poet’s 
ability to use technology and open 
endless possibilities in their writing.

Information to 
Astonishment
Workshop
LInC 100

Lia Woodall, Richard Froude, 
Tyehimba Jess, Dickson Lam,
Jessica Wilbanks

Conducting research is an integral 
part of the writing process. But does 
it have to be boring? This panel of 
mixed-genre writers will discuss 
the magic of investigating and 
integrating obscure and sometimes 
irrelevant material, and show how 
found material frequently reveals 
and enhances themes while also 
impacting form. We’ll give practical 
strategies and techniques for making 
the research process less intellectual 
and more intuitive.
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It was almost too obvious of a metaphor. Sally 
Rooney—extremely popular 28-year-old Irish 
novelist, covered extensively on pretty much 
every site you read and featured on all the 
Instagram feeds you follow—was scheduled 
to appear at an event at Books Are Magic, an 
independent bookstore in Brooklyn. There was 
so much interest in the mid-April Q&A, however, 
that they had to move it from the bookstore to . . 
. a nearby church that could seat the hundreds of 
attendees—or, if you will, disciples.

The Church of Sally Rooney started to 
form around the release of her first novel, 
Conversations with Friends, in 2017. Heralded 
by everyone from Sarah Jessica Parker to Zadie 
Smith, Rooney immediately became Someone 
You Need to Know About. And with the U.S. 
arrival of her second novel, Normal People—
released in Europe in August last year—Rooney 
has ascended to a new level of fame, albeit of the 
hip literary sort. Refinery29 recently asked, 
“Is Carrying a Sally Rooney Book the New 
Instagram Status Symbol?” Vox has already 
called Normal People the likely “book of the 
year,” and The New Yorker has referred to her 
as the “first great millennial novelist.” Emily 
Ratajkowski is riffing on Conversations with 
Friends on her social media. 

ALL OF THIS ATTENTION, 
HOWEVER, IS NOT 
EXACTLY THRILLING TO 
SALLY ROONEY HERSELF.
“It’s a far cry from why I started writing,” Rooney 
says of her recent fame, sitting in her publisher’s 
office next to a large poster of her book cover, 
praise plastered around it in all caps with 
exclamation points. “Yeah, it’s pretty much the 
opposite of why.”

Both Conversations with Friends and Normal 
People center on young people living in Ireland 
who are grappling with platonic and romantic 
relationships, though describing the plots of 
either is somewhat beside the point. What makes 
Rooney’s books so captivating and impossible 
to put down is the way she crafts characters 
and dialogue—at times, the conversations in her 
books can seem so real that you feel like you’re 
eavesdropping on something you shouldn’t be. 

In person, Rooney is charming and self-effacing, 
and clearly very uncomfortable being heralded as 
a literary savior or wunderkind. She speaks about 
the attention currently being paid to her with a bit 
of embarrassment and a cautious distance from 
the entity that has become “Sally Rooney.” 

She recently deleted her Twitter account, not 
because of any sort of flood of negativity—the 
tweets about her are almost entirely positive—
but more out of a discomfort in seeing herself 
mentioned at all. “It’s just something I don’t 
want to be seeing. And when I see my name or a 
picture of me, I just get this horrible feeling. I’ve 
been really lucky in terms of the coverage of the 
book. But it’s just a sense of horror at my own 
personhood now being an object of public scrutiny 
or discourse.”

SHE NO LONGER READS 
HER OWN PRESS OR 
REVIEWS, EITHER. 
She explains that she read “everything” when 
Conversations with Friends first came out (“every 
review, every blog, every profile of me that was 
written, everything”) but then quickly decided it 
wasn’t sustainable. Sometimes there will be a 
particular review that someone will send me to 
say, ‘Here’s one you should read.’ But in general, I 
don’t read them and I never read interviews with 
myself. It’s very important for my psychological 
well-being not to read those.” 
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SALLY ROONEY IS GRAPPLING WITH 
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE  SALLY ROONEY
JOSH DUBOFF, VANITY FAIR
APRIL 26, 2019

She adds that any criticisms of her writing that 
she has seen “have been very fair,” but she just 
doesn’t feel she “gains a huge amount by reading 
that now.”

HOW HAS HER LIFE 
CHANGED SINCE 
CONVERSATIONS WITH 
FRIENDS?
Rooney hesitates before answering. “The 
majority of people have never heard of me—
the vast majority of people. And long may it 
stay that way! I’m very happy with that and I 
completely acknowledge that I’m not actually 
famous...” Rooney, a former champion debater, 
is intimidatingly exact with her speech. “But 
having said that, obviously to some degree my 
job involves me taking on a role as a public figure 
on a very minor level. And so that is different 
from being a completely private citizen, a private 
individual. It has made my life weird in certain 
respects, it has—only for a couple of weeks. It’s 
very self-limiting.”

She is in the process of writing a new novel, 
which she is feeling optimistic about, but she says 
that when she is in an off period from writing, she 
can sometimes find herself spiraling. ”If I have an 
idea, nothing will stop me,” she says. “But then if 
I don’t have an idea, just months will go by and I 
won’t write anything other than e-mails.”

She also wonders how the dramatic shift in her 
life might affect her work. “Up till now, the books 
that I’ve written have been about people kind 
of like me. People whose life circumstances are 
similar to mine...Now that my life is different, 
I don’t know to what extent I can keep doing 
that or how much of my social world I can now 
accommodate in my writing. I can keep writing 
about the kind of life that I had till I was 26, but 
that wasn’t a whole lot of adult life. It was just a 
short bit of it.”
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now, she smiles. 

“I’M DRAWN TO WRITING 
CHARACTERS WHO HAD 
A DRASTIC CHANGE IN 
CIRCUMSTANCES, NOT 
UNLIKE THE ONE THAT 
I’VE EXPERIENCED.”
If it sounds like Rooney isn’t quite enjoying 
the spoils of all of this positive feedback and 
enthusiasm about her work, well, she isn’t. “I’m 
not someone who has a huge amount of natural 
enthusiasm. People do tell me, ‘You really need 
to enjoy it more,’ and I do think it’s very possible 
that I’ll look back on this period of my life when 
my books were being talked about on Twitter and 
Instagram and think, ‘Wow, what a crazy thing 
to happen to a just totally average person.’ You 
know, quite a strange, remarkable event to be 
visited on my life, which I’m sure is going to pass 
away quickly.”

Even if the rest of the world believes that Sally 
Rooney’s success will endure for a long, long 
time, she’ll be the last person convinced of it. 
“I think holding it at arm’s length and being 
like, ‘Wow! Isn’t that interesting?!’, while not 
necessarily wanting to look directly at it, is 
probably the best for me.”
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Oregon’s largest university 
draws people from all 50 

states and more than 
100 countries. 

As the best public research 
university in the state we go 
wherever the challenges are, 

push ourselves to the very 
edge of what’s known and 

keep going.

WE ARE
BEAVER
NATION
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It isn’t hyperbole to say the Center for 
Fiction is a New York City institution. 
Opened on Pearl Street in 1820 as the 
Mercantile Library, it was a space where 
merchant clerks could not only borrow and 
read books but gather and discuss them 
with their peers. 

CREATING A COMMUNITY 
AND FOSTERING AN ACTIVE 
APPROACH TO FICTION 
BECAME THE CENTER’S 
MISSION; 

Events there have ranged from a 
discussion of “Uncanny Bodies” with 
authors Carmen Maria Machado and Tony 
Tulathimutte to a CFA master class with 
thriller writer Lee Child.

But those days have come to an end. The 
Center for Fiction is dead. Long live the 
Center for Fiction.

On February 19, the Center reopened at 
15 Lafayette Avenue in Downtown Brooklyn’s 
Arts District in an 18,000 square foot space 
designed by Julie Nelson at BKSK Architects. 
By saying goodbye to its older, more limited 
space on East 47th street, the Center plans to 
do more than get a cosmetic upgrade. 

IT HOPES TO OPEN A DYNAMIC 
SPACE THAT ADDRESSES HOW 
PEOPLE APPROACH AND ENJOY 
FICTION TODAY.

THE CENTER FOR FICTION’S NEW HOME 
REFLECTS A CHANGE IN HOW WE READ
CARRIE V. MULLINS, ELECTRIC LITERATURE
FEBRUARY 11, 2019

A modern space addresses the needs of 
modern readers and writers
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Conceptualizing and maintaining an 
enormous new location at a time when 
traditional fiction book sales are declining 
poses some challenges. How do you attract 
people who aren’t already making fiction a 
priority? How do you hold their attention? 
One way to bring in visitors is to make 
the space itself inviting, and the building 
features a street level glass facade and 
spacious rooms throughout, all outfitted in 
a cool, library-industrial decor. Coffee and 
wine will be served at the downstairs cafe as 
well as the upstairs members area, where 
there is a patio for the warmer months.

But the solution also requires a more 
cerebral response, and the Center had to 
examine the way it defines fiction itself. 

“FICTION EXISTS IN ALL KINDS 
OF FORMS,” 

said Noreen Tomassi, executive director, 
“and we want to embrace that. The book will 
always be essential to who we are, but we 
want to look at fiction in a more inclusive, 
dynamic way.”

The Center’s new vision feels timely given 
the current literary climate. We’re finally 
challenging the traditional idea of what 
a writer looks like, and as the “old white 
man” trope gives way to a reality in which 
great books are written by writers of all 
stripes, it makes sense that our vision of the 
reader gets a similar update. In part, that 
means accepting that “reading” might not 
happen with a paper page at all—recognizing 
the legitimacy of e-books, audio books, 

and television adaptations. It also means 
addressing the fact that people enjoy a 
spectrum of books, not just the classics, 
and rarely just one genre; they may pick up 
crime fiction one day and short stories or 
translated work the next.

The Center is addressing these cultural 
shifts through its programming — think a 
diverse roster of speakers and teachers as 
well as intersectional events, perhaps with 
the Center’s neighbors such as BAM and 
the Mark Morris Dance Studio — and its texts 
on offer. In addition to the Center’s vast 
collection of books to borrow, which includes 
a library devoted to mysteries, the new 
bookstore will sell a “deep cut” of literature, 
highlighting indie presses and literature in 
translation in addition to the classics.

TOMASSI SEES THE CENTER 
AS A FLEXIBLE, MULTI-USE 
SPACE THAT’S A POINT OF 
CONNECTION. 

“There are all kinds of ways to connect 
with a community who loves reading and 
writing,” she said. “We’re trying to create 
opportunities. There is a silent nook where 
you can read, but if you want to come with 
four of your friends and drink wine and walk 
around you can do that, too.”

READ FOR LIFE  READ FOR LIFE  

PORTLAND’S LEGENDARY 
INDEPENDENT 
BOOKSTORE

SERVING BOOKLOVERS 
SINCE 1971

As an independent bookstore, we 
strive to offer the same variety 
and richness of experience as the 
books on our shelves. 

And because the only people 
we’re beholden to are our 
customers and ourselves, we can 
focus on what really matters — 
promoting diverse perspectives, 
upholding the free exchange of 
ideas, championing the enduring 
power of books, and bolstering 
the great community of readers 
and authors that we’re lucky to be 
a part of.
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TYPE ASSIGNMENT #1
LEARNING FROM GRID STUDIES

HANNA HARTT
TYPOGRAPHY 1 - FALL 2019

GRID PLAY (WK 1.2)

Describe this ‘simple grid system’ (number of columns, 
rows...law of...?) 
How did these grid work exercises allow you to focus 
and explore the role of composition within a system, a 
structure?
What is the point of working with compositional elements 
before actual typographic content?
What is the purpose of the ‘small circle’?
Choose one of the 3 Grid Play compositions and describe 
‘how it works’ within the parameters given.

The simple grid system we used was a square with 
3 lines horizontally and 3 lines vertically. It formed 
a 9-square grid, which the law of thirds point to the 
center ‘square’ formed by the intersections as the 
focal point. Focusing on the grid only and handling 
shapes only allowed me to really see how much 
freedom there is in a simple grid. Previously, grids 
felt very straightforward for me and fairly limited. 
Working with the shapes allowed me to be a lot 
more creative within the grid. Working with type 
first can limit my willingness to be creative, and 
I’m instead more drawn to focusing on non-type 
elements, so I definitely benefited from working with 
shapes first. 

The small circle really helped balance out the 
compositions, whether through activating space or 
guiding the hierarchy in the compositions.

The “Circle and Composition” compositions aimed 
to utilize the circle almost as a finishing element, that 
activates an open space in the first grid and balances 
in the second. 
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GESTALT (WK 2.1)

What is Gestalt and how is it an important to designing 
compositions?
Choose 4 of the 8 Gestalt Composition Studies to show 
and explain to us how that principle is working in the study.

Gestalt refers to how people want to see things 
as a whole rather than parts, and always attempt 
to organize the parts. In design, implementing this 
allows us to more effectively organize type to better 
communicate to viewers. 

Figure/Ground: These both have a strong sense of 
‘grouping’ which supports Gestalt. The negative 
space flows around the elements, and creates a clear 
negative vs. positive space rather than a bunch of 
parts hanging in space. 

Parallelism: The two different angles used per grid 
allow the viewer to take it in as a whole and find 
unification within the whole. It forces them to look 
at it from a distance or at the big picture in order to 
see it in a way that makes sense. 

RULE BASED COMPOSITIONS (WK 2.1)

What is the over arching purpose of these studies?
Which of your studies was the ‘most successful’ in terms of 
following the rules and what makes a ‘good composition’? 
(use the terminology)

These grid studies really pushed me to be 
more creative within a grid, and see how much 
possibility there is in grid-based design when type 
is introduced. The most successful was probably 
parallelism, as it definitely put me out of my comfort 
zone and in the end was something that was very 
balanced and utilized the space well. They’re  
compositions that had a lot of movement and 
character, and that I could actually see having text in 
them and being successful.
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COMPOSITION TRANSLATION SERIES 
(WK 2.2+3.1)

Describe the process behind these studies.
Which of your studies was the ‘most successful’ and what 
factors (design principles) make it a success’? (use the 
terminology) 

These studies introduced text into the grid practice 
that we had previously done. It was interesting to 
have type in suddenly, and showed how challenging 
it is. It made me appreciative to have had first 
started with just shapes to get a general design 
without worrying about things like text size, 
alignment, length, etc. 

The most successful for me was my shape grammar 
final composition, as it fully showed the progression 
from a grid, adding shapes and composing it, to 
adding type and additional elements. The overall 
organization was dynamic and well organized, and 
was something that I could see moving forward into 
additional drafts with. 

DYNAMIC GRID (WK 3.2)

For each of your 3 Dynamic Grids 
List out the directions you were to follow. 
Did you follow each of them?
What is the mood/voice?
Explain 2 instances where the composition works and 2 
where it doesn’t work.

Order+Form
• (use space, lines, an actual table form, and/or 

a system like numbering to create a very clear 
and obvious composition). Yes, I used lines to 
organize and emphasize the subtext, and it drew 
the viewer’s eye through the composition

• (can add non-objective shapes and ‘bounding 
shapes’). Yes, I used shapes (rectangles) but 
chose not to use bounding shapes around text

• (can use illustration). I chose not to use 
illustration, and only used shapes and text for a 
more Swiss style

• (two typeface families -- use weight and scale 
difference). Yes, two typefaces were used and 
with variation in weights

• (can play with slight overall shift in axis). I chose 
not to tilt the axis, but did use the poster in the 
upside down orientation

• (B+W values only + one color). Yes, black and 
white values used with one green color 

Mood/Voice: modern, futuristic
Works: the shape in the middle works well using 
negative space to highlight title, color palette works 
well
Doesn’t work: the overall look is a little plain and 
potentially needs more elements, the space could be 
organized differently to look more balancedLIMITLESS WORDS

It’s 2019 and the literary arts have changed. Join us at Lim
itless W

ords

for a day of learning new approaches to writing and getting bac to bsics. 

This AW
P-affiliated conference features lectures, panels and workshops on 

topics ranging from
 how to com

bine writing and visual arts, to being 

published and getting paid. 

January 12

9am
-8pm

feat. Sally Rooney, keynote speaker

superstar author of ‘Conversations with Friends’ 
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O
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featuring
Sally Rooney,
keynote speaker

superstar author of 
‘Conversations 
with Friends’
and ‘Normal People’

LIMITLESS
WORDS
navigating the literary field through 
fresh approaches and essential skills

january
12, 2020

9am -
8pm

oregon state
university
 
learning 
innovation
center

It’s 2019 and the literary arts 
have changed. 

Join us at Limitless Words for 
a day of learning new approaches to 
writing and getting back to basics.

This AWP-affiliated conference features 
lectures, panels and workshops on 
topics ranging from how to combine 
writing and visual arts, to being 
published and getting paid.
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DYNAMIC GRID (WK 3.2)

Overlapping+Depth

• (primarily use overlapping text). Yes, overlapping 
text was the main design element

• (non-objective shape can be minimally used). Yes, 
small circles used for organization of text

• (4 colors only, one only for background). Yes, 1 
color background and 3 additional colors used

Mood/Voice: calming, academic, scholarly
Works: typeface pairing, organization of text
Doesn’t Work: some type is too thin, more variation 
in overlapping text needed

DYNAMIC GRID (WK 3.2)

Imagery+Interaction

• (use a photograph as the main focus of the 
composition and ‘play’ type off (in and out) of 
the image). Yes, the astronaut photo is the main 
element, with type around him

• (one typeface family --use weight and scale 
difference). Yes, one typeface only.

• (color however you like). Used 3 colors total.
• (can use bounding shapes for text, but no other 

shapes). Yes, did not use any shapes.
Mood/Voice: bold, adventurous
Works: word/image interaction, dynamism of text
Doesn’t Work: grid needs to be organized further, 
adjust margins 

limitless
words

JANUARY 12, 2020
9AM - 8PM
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UNIVERSITY

LEARNING 
INNOVATION
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It’s 2019 and the literary arts 
have changed. 

Join us at Limitless Words for 
a day of learning new approaches to writing and 
getting back to basics.

This AWP-affiliated conference features lectures, 
panels and workshops on topics ranging from how to 
combine writing and visual arts, to being published 
and getting paid.
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THE FIVE MOST IMPORTANT 
LESSONS IN DESIGNING A 
SUCCESSFUL COMPOSITION.

1_Start with sketches, with 
shapes only and no text yet

2_Don’t be afraid to be creative 
with the grid

3_Keep margins and spacing in 
mind

4_Allow spaces to be activated 
and text to flow

5_Use variation in typeface 
weight and size for organization
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TYPE ASSIGNMENT 2

1) Keeping the design consistent and cohesive throughout the 
program is crucial in order for the reader to easily navigate and 
read it, and be presented as a unit with the other deliverables. If the 
brand elements aren’t the same throughout all components, it can be 
distracting and weaken the effect of the conference message.

5) FIVE LESSONS FOR PAGE SPREAD
- TEXT SIZE DOESN’T NEED TO BE HUGE: it seemed tempting to do a 
10pt font for body text out of habit, but then after print it was clear 
it was far too large. Body needs to fit comfortably on the page to 
prevent a squished feeling in the spread. 

- DON’T OVER-DESIGN: I designed my posters to pop, and they have 
a lot going on. I had to find a balance for the program, as the text is 
the most important and the design elements are only there to frame 
and create cohesion. 

- THINK BIG PICTURE: ‘vertical-ness’ emerged as a overall program 
theme/characteristic, so things added in that embody this help 
unify the spreads

- STICK TO BRAND GUIDELINES: a bit obvious, but I had to reel in my 
ideas for graphics/illustrations. I thought of making space ships or 
more cartoon-y planets, but I realized they were different from the 
guidelines and not in line with the message I wanted to convey. 

- PUSH THE GRID: my grid as shown above isn’t as clean and 
straightforward as I originally thought, but the spreads still have a 
strong structure and occupy the space well.  

2) Variation prevents the program and overall conference from being 
boring and monotonous. Variation in color and types of graphics are 
used to keep my program flowing, and gives each page a new persona 
but they are still unified by brand guidelines. 

4) Good reading flow means the reader doesn’t struggle to read the 
content. It should be natural and not forced. The page shouldn’t have 
any awkward space, instead elements need to add The eye travels 
well from the title to the content across my spreads. The design 
elements don’t interfere but help anchor the text and lead the eye. The 
staggered text columns help add movement for the reader to follow.

6) Vertical stripes on the sides are an element to add to the design but 
also to the function. It was a way to color code and tie into the session 
posters, and for page numbers and Session Number to be displayed. 
The idea was that readers could quickly find the right page just by 
flipping through the program corners or sides. I also chose to leave 
the bottom space fairly open, so as to keep it feeling open because it 
is a taller, thinner page structure to match posters and other content. 

7) I chose to add vertical gradient lines to anchor the presentations, 
so that might be the first thing the eye is drawn to but the first thing 
they read is the title, as it is bold, colored and slightly larger. The 
hierarchy is straightforward (top to bottom), with varying weights, 
sizes and italics of names.

3) Title/Time (First), Vertical Session Stripes (Second), Talk Name/
Info (Third)

This hierarchy is important because a reader may just be opening up 
the program to quickly find the session time or a specific talk. The 
session spreads need to be easy to navigate quickly and give the 
broadest, most important information first such as session number 
and time. Then, things like room numbers and details can be given. 

1) Rocket, stars, planets, etc. 
are consistent elements

3) Firstness! Bold, dark text 
stands out on the page and 
gives most important info

6) The session and page 
numbers are separated from the 
rest of content by stripe, and are 
placed for ease of access

2) Color coding and different 
graphics add variation but 
are still unified through 
structure

4) The staggered columns 
add movement, title and 
design elements lead you 
through the spread text

7) Gradient line structures 
presentation, title is colored, 
bold and larger, then text 
gets smaller with each 
info block...weight/style 
also varies
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TYPE ASSIGNMENT 3

CONCEPT/OVERALL DESIGN + 
BRAND GUIDELINES (3)

FORMAT

INTERACTION + SEQUENCING TYPOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE

TYPOGRAPHIC ARCHITECTURE

Do you have a strong concept that relates to your 
conference theme? 
Are the brand guidelines working together?
Are the design and guidelines used consistently 
throughout the content?

How is the type reading at first glance? Is the grid being 
utilized well?
Does the order of type make sense?
Is it easy to navigate the text?

Is there good hierarchy in how its organized?
Are elements consistent throughout?
Is it creative and engaging?

Are the components drawing in the viewer? 
How is the viewer interacting with the program?
Do the sequence and content feel natural? 

Is the text comfortable to read? 
Are things like line-length and rags intentional?
Is there variety in the type structure?

The concept is ideated well, and helps enhance the 
conference content and ideals. It’s a fun theme that acts as 
a metaphor for progress and improvement.

The brand guidelines are cohesive and the elements are 
working together throughout the publication.

Design elements are consistent and each component 
utilizes the guidelines. The designs are cohesive but still 
have some variety from spread to spread. 

The type looks very structured and has a clear use of grid. 
The elements are proportioned well, and carry the same 
vertical quality as the rest of the program/components. 

The order of the type has a good hierarchy, and creates 
flow within the page for the viewer’s eye to follow. 

The viewer can read through the information intuitively, 
with more important information being in a bolder weight 
and often larger size. 

Titles are often larger, with the most important information 
being easy to see first. 

Placement of elements like title, side bars and graphic 
elements are consistent yet still vary enough.

The program has a lot of color and movement, which helps 
keep it interesting to read and flip through. The graphics 
also add to the program, rather than just text or minimal 
embellishment. 

The components stand out, and match the poster and other 
design elements in the conference. The cover and splash 
pages are eye-catching, with the text spreads more toned 
down. 

The viewer can use the side bars to quickly flip through 
the program, it’s a good size to hold and put in notebooks/
bags, and the dimensions mimick the very vertical nature 
of the posters.

The program puts the most urgent information first, such 
as the schedule and session information. Then the articles 
and ads come after, with secondary information and 
interesting splash pages. 

The text in articles is a smaller font, but is comfortable to 
read. Larger, bolder text isn’t awkward or over-bearing to 
the eye. 

Line length is often narrow, to match other elements. 
But article line length is standard and not too long. The 
rags aren’t distracting, and widows/orphans have been 
accounted for. Leading is enough to be easy to read, and 
not ‘squished’ or spread out. 

Type is varied by weight and size, as well as font. The titles 
are in the title font as designated in the brand guidelines, 
with the rest in another font. Subtitles in bold, text in 
regular, italics used where necessary. 
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